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- Cancer care most required in rural India: Manisha Koirala (Manipal Hospitals, Times of India, Feb 5th)
- Bringing devices under drug category will cause chaos (Dr. H Sudarshan Ballal, Times of India, Feb 10th)
- Namma Bengaluru Awards celebrates 10 years of recognizing unsung heroes (Dr. H Sudarshan Ballal, Asianet News, Feb 3rd)
- City hospitals observe World Cancer Day (Manipal Hospitals, Deccan Herald, Feb 4th)
- It was difficult to break through the stigma of cancer (Dr. H Sudarshan Ballal, Asianet News, Feb 3rd)
- Indian women at the highest risk of cervical cancer: Survey (SRL Diagnostics, Times Now News, Feb 2nd)
- World Cancer Day: Cervical cancer risk highest in middle-aged Indian women (SRL Diagnostics, Times Now News, Feb 4th)
- Microsoft India To Skill Developers And Train 5 Lakh Youth On AI (SRL Diagnostics, Times Now News, YouthInc Magazine Online, Feb 4th)
- Fortis Healthcare appoints Ashutosh Raghuvanshi as CEO (Fortis Healthcare, SRL Diagnostics, Livemint, Feb 7th)
- Medical fraternity give mixed reaction (NATHEALTH, Daily Pioneer, Feb 1st)
- India Inc welcomes inclusion of Healthy India as part of Vision 2030 (Apollo Hospitals, Manipal Hospitals, NATHEALTH, Business Standard, Feb 1st)
- Budget Reactions 2019

Policy Level Discussions and Updates

- IRDAI panel for tech innovations in insurance
- Indian Doctors In UK Protest Doubling Of Healthcare Surcharge On Migrants
- Ayushman push comes at the cost of other health schemes
- Healthcare Spending Is losing out to Health Insurance, Say Activists
- Quality of care must for better health outcomes in India
- Cancer care tops PMJAY
- Ayushman Bharat to cover 50 lakh Indians, develop India as a healthcare hub
- Customs duty cut: First of many budget corrections needed in medtech

Healthcare Industry Overview

- 4 steps towards wiping out cervical cancer
- Immunotherapy appears better than chemotherapy for aggressive type of skin cancer
- Could the fourth wave of globalization help to end epidemics?
- Countries with the most well-developed Public Health Care Systems
- Gene therapies have a big problem. Here’s what you need to know
- Fake news could be injurious to health
- The world is too complacent about epidemics. Here’s how to change
Medtech Forum
- MTaI welcomes government's budget focus on MedTech and healthcare
- India seeks to lure medtech to growing market
- Why home health tech is capturing investment in 2019
- J&J to study Apple Watch with heart health app (Global)
- Medtech therapeutic areas to track in 2019
- Digital health must catch up to years of hype in 2019
- Integrated approach needed to bring in universal healthcare
- Bright Near-Term Outlook for Medical Instruments Industry
- Microsoft debuts healthcare messaging features, new bot service

Insurance Forum
- Govt insurance firms post huge losses as merger delay hits business
- Western India accounts for largest chunk of health insurance biz
- 3 state-run insurance companies merger not likely soon
- Safe and steady

Diagnostics Forum
- How Real-Time Diagnostics Could Help Reduce Hypochondria
- Here's why Indian companies are betting big on AI
- CORE Diagnostics supports walk-a-thon against Cancer
- Why India must keep investing in health innovations

Awards and Events
- RF- 346th International Conference on Medical & Health Science - ICMHS 2019 (24th Jan, Pune)
- ACN- International Conference on Medical and Health Sciences (ICMHS) (27th Jan, New Delhi)
- Future of Hospitals Summit (30th Jan, Mumbai)
- Asep-Pro India (1st-2nd Feb, Hyderabad)
- SIMEX 2019 (1st-3rd Feb, Madurai)
- Health Tech India (CII) (3rd-5th Feb, New Delhi)
- CII WR Healthcare Pharma and Medtech Conclave and Expo (6th-7th Feb, Mumbai)
- AMPTech India (14th-16th Feb, Ernakulam)
- AIDSCON (15th-16th Feb, Chandigarh)
- ISCR Conference (15th-16th Feb, New Delhi)
- International Conference on Medical & Health Science (ICMHS) (15th-16th Feb, New Delhi)
- India Fertility Conference (Conference And Awards) (16th Feb, Mumbai)
- India Pharma (18th-19th Feb, New Delhi)
- DX Summit : Future of Diagnostics (22nd-23rd Feb, New Delhi)
- 14th Asia Conference on Healthcare and Health Insurance (19th-20th March, New Delhi)